GREEN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SERIES:
Impact Investing and
Social Finance

CAROLINIAN CANADA

“Carolinian Canada’s work developing robust
outcomes tailored to the local landscape and bringing
together of partners that represent diverse interests –
including Indigenous Nations, public and private
landowners, academic institutions, government, and
private investors – make this an excellent example of
Canadian leadership in pay-for-success models.”
- Nature Conservancy of Canada and Rally Assets, Nov 2020
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CONSERVATION FINANCE
Conservation Finance: Investments aimed at
conserving the values of ecosystems for the long term.
(Nature Conservancy Canada, 2020).
The business sector draws
upon environmental
system resources to
create long-term wealth.
- The Investment
Integration (TIIP) Project

Finance Gap: The annual biodiversity funding gap is
USD 598-824B. In Canada alone, additional funding
needed is USD 15-20B p.a. (Rally Assets, 2020).

Sector Challenges: High search costs, lack of track
record, and lack of predictability of cash flows (Credit
Suisse, 2016); conservationists are "stuck" in
charitable models and limiting governance structures
impeding scalability and impact (MAD Lab, 2020).
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FINANCIAL INNOVATION*
Innovative Finance: The novel application of traditional
financing mechanisms or the development of new
financial structures for social and/or environmental
impact.

Innovation comes from: Novel approaches or financing
of products; extending proven financial products; new
types of investors or sources of capital; or new
ecosystem players.

Examples:
• Change who investors are
(e.g. CSR funds);
• De-risk investments (e.g.,
guarantee facilities);
• Change the number of
borrowers (e.g.,
aggregation of
borrowers).

Potential of Innovation: Fill financing gaps; mobilize
larger amounts of capital; engaging traditional players
into novel mechanisms.
* Concepts and examples inspired by IIX Impact Institute’s Innovative Financing Solutions for Resilience (Sep 2020)
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THE POWER OF FINANCE
The size of finance:
• Financial services market
expected to reach USD
26.5T by 2023.
• Market Cap of global
banking sector reached
USD 7.9T in 2019.
• In 2017, NA banks
reached USD 37.4T of
AUM.
• Global GDP in 2019
reached USD 90T.

The power of finance:
• Investments are
privileged over
entrepreneurs and
communities;
• Finance-first models drive
deal terms;
• Decision-making centers
around capital holders;
• Investment risks are
typically privileged over
recipients of capital.

New imperative:
• How can we flip the way
in which the conservation
and finance sectors
interact with each other?
• How can we bring
environmental efforts out
of a charitable sphere?
(i.e., invest in growing life
rather than destroying
it?).

* Information comes from Criterion Institute and INVESTOPEDIA (Nov 2020)
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CAROLINIAN CANADA CIB
Structure: 3-year SIB
Outcome: 150 – 300 acres of land restored and
conserved.
Investor: VERGE Capital
Outcome Payers: Public sector and corporate
sector organizations
Beneficiaries: Landowners

Ivey Business School
Evaluator

Payment based on healthy
landscape outcomes

Deshkan Ziibi
Conservation Impact Bond
Government & community
conservation funds
(Phase 2: Corporations,
Utility and Energy
Companies, etc.)

Chippewas of the Thames
First Nations (Deshkan Ziibi)
Thames Talbot Land Trust,
and Landowners

Natural Infrastructure
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